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A New Generation of Axial Flux EV Motors
A startup Belgian company wants to join the EV world with its new axial
�ux motor design.

by: Kevin Clemens  in Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Technology Expo – Novi, MI, Automotive, Electronics
& Test, Industrial Machinery on May 21, 2018

   

With all of the emphasis on lithium ion battery technology for electric vehicles (EVs), it is sometimes
easy to forget that the electric motor is the device that actually propels the vehicle. Perhaps that’s
because most EVs use motors of similar basic con�guration. Now, a company in Belgium has a
design that it hopes will change that.

Status Quo

The most commonly used electrical propulsion system for both hybrid and battery electric vehicles
uses a permanent magnet, synchronous radial �ux traction motor. Such motors are also called
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Robot Components Are Driving the Robotic Revolution

This webinar will look at the advanced technology that lives under the skin of today's

�xed, mobile, and collaborative robots. We'll look at the advances in motors, motion

control systems, microcontrollers, power systems, and sensors

synchronous brushless DC (BLDC) motors. Derived principally from pump and industrial motor
designs, the robust design uses rare-earth magnets located along the outer edges of a plate, called
the rotor. Alloying rare earth materials, such as neodymium and dysprosium, into iron creates
magnets with much greater magnetic strength than standard iron magnets.

To produce rotation in a synchronous BLDC motor, windings of copper wire—called the stator—
surround the rotor and interact with the magnetic �elds of the permanent magnets. By carefully
energizing di�erent regions of the stator at exactly the right time, a rotational force can be
imparted to the rotor and the motor spins. Doing so requires some sophisticated power electronics
—the cost of which has dropped signi�cantly in recent years. The downside to a radial �ux BLDC
motor is its size and weight. For an EV with even modest performance, such a motor can weigh well
over 100 pounds.

Radial Flux

On a radial �ux BLDC motor, the magnets are positioned such that their poles lie radially at the
outer edge of the rotor. The magnetic �ux from the magnets interacts with the windings of the
stator. The �ux loop starts at the �rst permanent magnet on the rotor, crossing the air gap
between the rotor and stator. It then passes through the �rst metal tooth on the stator. The �ux
�ows along the steel core of the stator until it passes through a second tooth on the stator, then
�owing back to the second magnet on the rotor.

Another Way

There is another way, which is loosely based on a design that Nicola Tesla researched and patented
in 1889. An axial �ux motor places the permanent magnets on the face of the rotor, and puts the
stator in front of the rotor. To balance the magnetic forces, two rotors are often used—one on
either side of the stator. The �ux loop starts at a magnet on the rotor and passes through the air
gap between rotor and stator. The �ux passes axially through the �rst stator tooth and immediately
arrives at a second magnet (when dual rotors are used). Unlike the radial �ux motor, the �ux path
is one-dimensional, allowing the use of grain-oriented magnetic steels for greater e�ciency.  

Axial �ux motors were studied by British inventor and EV enthusiast Cedric Lynch as early as 1979.
His brushed DC motor design held the magnets stationary with a spinning armature activated by
sliding brushes as the rotor. Lightweight, compact, and relatively powerful, the motor was ideal for
electric motorcycles. In 2009, the inaugural race for electric motorcycles at the Isle of Man was won
using an Agni motor based on Lynch’s designs.
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Belgian startup Magnax has designed a powerful twin rotor, axial �ux
motor that it hopes will �nd traction in the EV market. (Image source:
Magnax)

Because the rotor and stator windings face each other, the axial �ux motor can be short. The larger
the diameter of the rotor, the greater the torque produced. Axial �ux motors are sometimes called
“pancake” motors because of their large diameter and short length. They can be stacked together
on a common shaft to produce greater power outputs.

Lightweight, compact and powerful motors are also an advantage in aviation. In 2005, Roman
Sušnik from Slovenia tested an electric propulsion system for a glider aircraft. The axial �ux motor
from his tests later went into production in the EMRAX motor line with four di�erent size motors
available. Since then, a British company, Yasa, has begun production of axial �ux motors aimed at
the EV market.

Starting Here

Belgium startup Magnax is
considering three main
markets for its newly-
designed axial �ux BLDC
motors. The company is
looking carefully at the
transportation sector,
particularly mainstream
electric vehicles,
motorcycles, and aviation.
Because the axial �ux
motors are short in length,
they could be used on a
chassis or inside of a wheel
as a hub motor. Wind
turbines also could bene�t
from an axial �ux generator
design by removing the
expensive and complicated
gearbox that most radial
�ux generators require.
Lastly, general industrial applications could bene�t from the greater e�ciency (up to 10% better)
that axial �ux designs deliver.

Magnax has spent six years developing its axial �ux motors. The design’s dual rotors allow the use
of grain-oriented magnetic steel that Magnax claims can lower core losses by as much as 85% for
improved e�ciency. The company uses a rectangular section copper to wind its stator. This results
in a �ll factor as high as 90%, again improving e�ciency. The stator windings are also in close
proximity to the aluminum housing of the motor to enhance cooling. Magnax expects to deliver its
�rst prototypes of its motor at the end of 2018. The company claims the initial motor will have a
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remarkable power to weight ratio, producing 400 horsepower (300 kilowatts) while only weighing
around 50 pounds (22.5 kilograms).

Senior Editor Kevin Clemens has been writing about energy, automotive, and transportation topics
for more than 30 years. He has masters degrees in Materials Engineering and Environmental
Education and a doctorate degree in Mechanical Engineering, specializing in aerodynamics. He has
set several world land speed records on electric motorcycles that he built in his workshop.
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